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The Origin…

“Poly-U directs small amounts of 
leucine as well as phenylalanine into 
protein. The ratio of the two amino acids 
incorporated is about 20 or 30 molecules 
of phenylalanine to one of leucine. In the 
absence of phenylalanine, poly-U codes 
for leucine about half as well as it does 
for phenylalanine. The molecular basis of 
this ambiguity is not known…

Source: Marshall W. Nierenberg , The Genetic Code, II, Scientific American, 1963 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s turn to the origin, which essentially is still unchanged. I will cite the famous article which laid the foundation for new genetics and molecular biology:  F.Н. Сгiсk, Marshall W. Nierenberg , The Genetic Code, I—II, Scientific American 207(4), 66 (1962) and 208 (3), 80 (1963)."Poly-U primarily encodes primarily Phenylalanine. The protein synthesized by poly-U, consists not only of Leucine but also of Phenylalanine, where each Leucine molecule corresponds to 20-30 Phenylalanine molecules. In case of Phenylalanine absence in the solution, poly-U uses Leucine in an amount equal to the half of usually used Phenylalanine. The molecular explanation for this uncertainty is unknown".Article in English (scan): http://www.sns.ias.edu/~tlusty/courses/landmark/Nirenberg1963.pdf Article in English (transcribed): https://profiles.nlm.nih.gov/ps/access/JJBBHR.ocr 

http://www.sns.ias.edu/%7Etlusty/courses/landmark/Nirenberg1963.pdf


Inaccuracy of Crick’s Triplet Model 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Looking at the Table of Genetic Code based ON EXPERIMENTS, we see:UUU (Phe/F) Phenylalanine�UUC (Phe/F) Phenylalanine�UUA (Leu/L) Leucine�UUG (Leu/L) LeucineIn other words, believing the canonical table, RNA poly-U (mRNA analogue) must be in a cell-free system of protein synthesis and ONLY encode Phenylalanine which does NOT happen. Even this is enough to ensure that Crick's triplet model of the protein code is inaccurate.



Misunderstanding of the Role of Homonymous Codons

Francis Н. 
Сriсk

““It is suggested that while the standard base pairs 
may be used rather strictly in the first two positions 
of the triplet, there may be some wobble in the 
pairing of the third base. This hypothesis is explored 
systematically, and it is shown that such a wobble 
could explain the general nature of the degeneracy of 
the genetic  code.”

Source: F. H. C. Crick, Codon-Anticodon Pairing: The Wobble Hypothesis, J. Jfol. Sol. (1966) 19, 548-555
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Presentation Notes
Crick’s paper which laid the foundation for misunderstanding of homonymous codons role:F. H. C. Crick, Codon-Anticodon Pairing: The Wobble Hypothesis, J. Jfol. Sol. (1966) 19, 548-555 ���“It is suggested that while the standard base pairs may be used rather strictly in the first two positions of the triplet, there may be some wobble in the pairing of the third base. This hypothesis is explored systematically, and it is shown that such a wobble could explain the general nature of the degeneracy of the genetic code.”�Article in English: http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.693.2333&rep=rep1&type=pdf 

http://citeseerx.ist.psu.edu/viewdoc/download?doi=10.1.1.693.2333&rep=rep1&type=pdf


Linguistic Genetic Protein Code - Is Not a Metaphor!

Triplet Genetic Code Paradox (Ambiguity):
32 codon families - groups of four-codons (identical nucleotide doublets)

code not one but two different amino acids and stop-codons.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The main contradiction of the triplet code of genetic code: the same coding doublets of nucleotides code different amino acids (and stop-functions) in proteins. This is HOMONYMY which should have led to protein synthesis inaccuracy. But this does not happen. Why? The answer is simple: the genetic protein code is linguistic, mental, programming origin of all Life. And this is NOT a metaphor! Quasi intelligent system, the contextual orientations of ribosomic nano-biocomputer does not leave a chance for an error. 



HOMONYMY:
32 out of 64 Codons Are Homonymous

UU-family encodes Phenylalanine and Leucine,
AU - Isoleucine and Methionine,
UA - Tyrosine, Och and Amb stop-codons,
CA - Histidine and Glycine,
AA - Lysine and Asparagine,
GA - Aspartic and Glutamic,
UG - Cysteine, Umb and Trp stop-codons.
AG - Serine and Arginine.

Triplet Genetic Code Paradox (Ambiguity):
32 codon families - groups of four-codons (identical nucleotide doublets)

code not one but two different amino acids and stop-codons.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ambiguity of the triplet codeThe phenomenon when 32 codon families – groups of four-codons, namely their identical nucleotide doublets, code not one but two different amino acids (as well as stop-codons). Thus, UU-family encodes Phenylalanine and Leucine,AU - Isoleucine and Methionine,UA - Tyrosine, Och and Amb stop-codons,CA - Histidine and Glycine,AA - Lysine and Asparagine,GA - Aspartic and Glutamic,UG - Cysteine, Umb and Trp stop-codons.AG - Serine and Arginine.The fact that out of 64 codons, 32 are homonymous, is ignored! The fact that the remaining 32 codons are synonymous, has been acknowledged long ago.Continuing the linguistics analogy, let’s call this phenomenon HOMONYMY of the first two coding nucleotides in some codon families.



32 Homonymous + 32 Synonymous = 64 Codons



Why Was Double Degeneracy of the Protein Code 
Overlooked?

The homonymy vector of the half of codons is a fundamental phenomenon, 
providing genome entry into real textual structures, into semantic (intelligent) 

biocomputer regulation of biosystem functions. 
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Presentation Notes
Why double degeneracy of the protein code was overlooked?The homonymy vector of the half of codons is a fundamental phenomenon, providing genome entry into real textual constructs , into semantic (intelligent) biocomputer regulation of biosystem functions. 



Francis Н. 
Сriсk

Marshall W. 
Nierenberg  

Mistake of Marshal Nirenberg and 
Confession of Francis Crick
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Mistake of Marshal Nirenberg and confession of Francis Crick



Francis Crick Realized 
the Incompleteness of His Genetic Code Model

“Molecular biologists usually mean the little dictionary that shows how to relate 

the four-letter language of the nucleic acids to the twenty-letter language of the 
proteins, just as the Morse code relates the language of dots and dashes to the twenty-
six letters of the alphabet. <…>

The proper technical term for such a translation rule is, strictly speaking, not a 
code but a cipher. In the same way the Morse code should really be called the Morse 
cipher. I did not know this at the time, which was fortunate because “genetic code” 
sounds a lot more intriguing than “genetic cipher.” 

It turns out that just twenty kinds of amino acids are coded for. In the standard 
code two amino acids have only one codon apiece, many have two, one has three, 
several have four, and two of them have six codons. In addition there are three codons 
for “end chain” (“start chain” is a bit more complicated). These add up to sixty-four 
codons in all. No codon is unused. 

An important point to notice is that although the genetic code has certain 
regularities—in several cases it is the first two bases that encode one amino acid, the 
nature of the third being irrelevant—its structure otherwise makes no obvious sense.
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HOMONYMY! 
Why didn’t Crick see this?
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Francis Crick realized the incompleteness of his genetic code model



Ulf Lagerkvist: “Two-out-of-Three” Method

Ulf Lagerkvist

“Nevertheless, let us assume that, at least on some codons, reading by the 
"two out  of three" method can occur in vivo with a frequency that is not 
negligible. If this is so, the cell would be faced with a certain probability of 
misreading which could mean a threat to translational fidelity if  the "two out 
of three" method were to be used inappropriately… it could lead to mistakes 
in protein synthesis. <…>

On the other  hand, those places in the code where the "two out of three" 
method could lead to translational errors are exclusively  occupied by low-
probability codons.”

Source: Ulf Lagerkvist, "Two out of three": An alternative method for codon reading”, 1978 Biochemistry
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Presentation Notes
Lagerkvist ArticleProc. Nati. Acad. Sci. USA, Vol. 75, No. 4, pp. 1759-1762, April 1978, Biochemistry"Two out of three": An alternative method for codon reading. ULF LAGERKVISTDepartment of Medical Biochemistry, University of Gothenburg, S-400 33 Gothenburg, SwedenCommunicated by George Klein, February 6,1978 Nevertheless, let us assume that, at least on some codons, reading by the "two out  of three" method can occur in vivo with a frequency that is not negligible. If this is so, the cell would be faced with a certain probability of misreading which could mean a threat to translational fidelity if  the "two out of three" method were to be used inappropriately… it could lead to mistakes in protein synthesis. On the other  hand, those places in the code where the "two out of three" method could lead to translational errors are exclusively  occupied by low-probability codons.Article in English: http://www.pnas.org/content/75/4/1759.full.pdf 

https://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pmc/articles/PMC392419/pdf/pnas00016-0157.pdf


Lev P. 
Ovchinnikov,

RUSSIA

“All given examples of breaking 
general coding rules are related to 
existence of a certain mRNA 
context. This context or re-coding 
signals are sometimes called the 
second genetic code”.

Lev P. Ovchinnikov: mRNA Context

Source: L.P. Ovchinnikov, What and How mRNA Codes?, №4, 1998
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Opinion of Academician of RAS about contextual orientations on mRNAWhat and how mRNA codes?L.P. OvchinnikovMoscow State University named after M.V. LomonosovSoros Education Journal, №4, 1998“All given examples of breaking general coding rules are related to existence of a certain mRNA context. This context or re-coding signals are sometimes called the second genetic code”.Article in Russian: http://www.pereplet.ru/nauka/Soros/pdf/9804_010.pdf 

http://www.pereplet.ru/nauka/Soros/pdf/9804_010.pdf


Quantum Physics View 
On Linguistic-Wave Genetics Theory 

M. Pitkӓnen,
FINLAND

Source: M. Pitkӓnen, The Notion of Wave-Genome and DNA as Topological Quantum Computer, 2010
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Linguistic-Wave Genetics Theory in View of Quantum PhysicsThe Notion of Wave-Genome and DNA as TopologicalQuantum ComputerM. Pitkӓnen, January 21, 2010Email: matpitka@luukku.com.http://tgd.wippiespace.com/public_html/.Recent postal address: K�oydenpunojankatu 2 D 11, 10940, Hanko, FinlandArticle in English: http://scireprints.lu.lv/69/2/gari.pdf 

http://scireprints.lu.lv/69/2/gari.pdf


Quantum Physics View 
On Linguistic-Wave Genetics Theory 

M. Pitkänen,
FINLAND

Peter P. Gariaev,
RUSSIA

Source: P.P Gariaev, M. Pitkänen (2011) Model for the Findings about Hologram Generating Properties of DNA. 
DNA Decipher Journal January, 1 (1). pp. 47-72
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Linguistic-Wave Genetics Theory in View of Quantum PhysicsModel for the Findings about Hologram Generating Propertiesof DNAGariaev, Peter and Pitkänen, Matti (2011) Model for the Findings about Hologram Generating Properties of DNA. DNA Decipher Journal January, 1 (1). pp. 47-72http://tgd.wippiespace.com/public_html/Article in English: http://scireprints.lu.lv/160/ or http://scireprints.lu.lv/160/1/gariaev.pitkanen.pdf

http://scireprints.lu.lv/160/


Principles and Tasks 
of Linguistic-Wave Genetics

• Tissues/organs chromosomal continuum is a transceiver of space-time 
and textual command images, generated by holograms of this continuum

• Multicellular organisms chromosomal continuum is a static-dynamic 
multiplex space-time holographic grid and quantum biocomputer 
operating on principles of holography and quantum non-locality.

• Understand the language of genetic/protein texts

• Learn to manage above mentioned biocomputer in an ethically 
correct manner

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Principles and Tasks of Linguistic-Wave GeneticsThe evolution of biosystems created genetic and protein "texts" comparable to natural human languages. Our task is to understand the language of these texts.Chromosomal continuum of tissues and organs acts simultaneously as the source and the receiver of command images (space-time and textual), generated by the holograms of this continuum.Chromosomal continuum of multicellular organisms is an analogue of the static-dynamic multiplex space-time holographic grid, isomorphically mapping space-time of the body. At the same time, this continuum represents a quantum bio-computer operating on the principles of holography and quantum non-locality.Our task is to learn (within possible limits) to manage this biocomputer in an ethically correct manner.-



Laser-Radio-Wave System -
Predecessor of Quantum Biocomputer

This equipment 
allows modulation 
of the recipient 
organism 
with radiation 
containing wave 
bioinformation
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Presentation Notes
This equipment is the predecessor of a quantum biocomputer. It allows for modulation of the recipient organism with radiation containing wave bioinformation.



Can You Make DNA and Chromosomes 
Radiate Coherent Light? 

Our article (above): DNA and chromosomes preparations can serve as a laser-
active medium. 6 years later Japanese researchers achieved similar results. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Can you make DNA and chromosomes to radiate coherent light? Yes, you can.This article demonstrates that DNA and chromosomes preparations can serve as a laser-active medium.6 years later Japanese researchers achieved similar results. 



Distorted Genetic Information Transmission 
Over Distance of 6 km 

(2003)
Mutation (year 1) 
and spontaneous 
mutation 
recovery (year 2) 
of Arabidopsis 
thaliana

Fig. 1
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Fig. 1Demonstration of distorted genetic information transmission over a distance of 6 km.Posted by: P. P.Garyaev, E.A.Leonova, 2003. A Strange World of Wave Genetics. The magazine "Consciousness and Physical Reality", vol. 8, №6, pp. 27-40 (2003).      Using a special laser, converting photons into radio waves, distorted genetic information was transmitted from DNA damaged Arabidopsis thaliana (the donor) to the seedlings of the same plant (the recipient). The distance between the donor and the recipient was 6 km.  As a result the acceptor mutated in the 1st generation. In the 2nd generation the mutant seeds produced normal plants: the mutant gene has been replaced by the normal gene. Both phenomena, the wave transmission of the genetic information and spontaneous recovery of a genome from mutations , are fundamentally new.  Two years later, a team in Purdue University, USA, obtained the same result in terms of spontaneous recovery from mutations by Arabidopsis thaliana: Lolle S.J., Victor J.L., Young J.M., Pruitt R.E. Genome-wide non-mendelian inheritance of extra genomic information in Arabidopsis. Nature 434, 505-509 (2005).



Directive Genetic Information Transmission 
Over Long Distances. Rats Pancreas Regeneration.

(Toronto, 2001)

Vistar rats at the 
terminal stage of 
artificially induced 
(alloxan) diabetes 
were radiated with 
wave genetic-
metabolic 
information from 
healthy rats (at the 
distances of 1cm, 
4ms, 20km). All 
rats survived, 
metabolism 
normalized.  

Fig. 2
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Pic. 2Directive wave genetic information transmission over long distances. Regeneration of pancreas (Toronto, 2001).Publication: P.P. Gariaev, E.A. Leonova, 2003. Strange World of Wave Genetics. “Consciousness and Physical Reality” Magazine.Vistar rats were injected with alloxan, killing pancreas B-cells, to cause diabetes. Upon development of the terminal stage of diabetes, rats were induced with wave genetic-metabolic information, scanned from the healthy pancreas of newly born Vistar rats. The information was induced at the distance of 1 cm, 4 meters, 20 kilometres. All rats survived, sugar metabolism was normalized. There can be 3 possible explanations: Pancreas regeneration took place,Dormant genetic pool of insulin complex was activated,Both of the above.



Rats Pancreas Regeneration Results Reproduction
(Nizhny Novgorod, 2005-6)

Fig. 3
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Pic. 3Reproduction of results on pancreas regeneration (Nizhny Novgorod, 2005-6)



Rats Pancreas Wave Regeneration in Situ

Intact rats Control group after
200mg/kg injection
of alloxan

Rats on day 8 after
200mg/kg injection
of alloxan and after
preventive distant
MBER treatment

Zoom 1x400, Zoom 1x100, H&E stained.
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Rats pancreas wave regeneration in situPancreas tissue structure, islets of Langerhans: To the left – intact rats; In the Middle – control group after 200mg/kg injection of alloxan; To the right –rats on day 8 after 200mg/kg injection of alloxan and after preventive.Zoom 1x400, Zoom 1x100, H&E stained.



Blood Glucose Level in Group 3 Animals
After Preliminary MBER Treatment and Modelling of Alloxan Diabetes In 1 

Day After Treatment
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Preventive Effect of MBER Treatment on 
Progression of Alloxan Induced Diabetes in Rats

Animals were 
injected with 
alloxan in dosage 
of 200mg/kg 1 
month after 
preventive 
MBER treatment, 
modulated by the 
pancreas and 
spleen tissues of 
the newly born 
rat. Treatment: 4 
days for 30 mins.
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Preventive effect of MBER treatment on the progression of alloxan induced diabetes in rats Group 3. Animals were injected with alloxan in dosage of 200mg/kg one month after preventive MBER treatment, modulated by the pancreas and spleen tissues of the newly born rat. Irradiation was performed 4 days for 30 minutes long. The distance to irradiation source was 70 cm. MBER treatment scheme: 10 minutes of MBER (modulated by samples of pancreas), 10 minutes of MBER (modulated by samples of spleen) and 10 minutes of MBER (modulated by samples of pancreas). The initial day is the day of alloxan injection.



Application of Acoustic MBER for Humans Treatment 
(2009)

Dynamics of 
electrical 
conductivity of 
acupuncture 
points during 
MBER-acoustic 
irradiation of 
healing herbs and 
minerals 
spectrum El
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Before the workshop on self-regulation
1 Day after the workshop

Acupuncture Channels

10 Days after the workshop
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Application of acoustic MBER treatment of humansDynamics of electrical conductivity of acupuncture points during MBER-acoustic irradiation of healing herbs and minerals spectrum [Usupbekova B.Sh., Mansurova R.R., Gariaev P.P., 2009, Sound as a transmitter of biologically active information of polarization-laser-spectra. Journal of Neurology, Psychiatry and Neurosurgery. №7, pp.57-64 (Higher Attestation Commission)].



Proof of Active Wave Resistance Gene to Kanamycin 

— Different options of distant wave transmission of 
kanamycin resistance gene to NT in kanamycin 
medium

— Left: non-transgenic plants (NT) without kanamycin
— Middle: non-transgenic plants (NT) with kanamycin
— Right: transgenic  kanamycin kanamycin-resistant 

plants (TG) in kanamycin medium

— NT, non-invasively activated by silicon and mineral 
carriers, contacted with TG. Both carriers, non-
invasively passed kanamycin resistance gene from TG 
to NT, as a result green seedlings prevail despite of 
kanamycin presence 

— TG in kanamycin medium: green seedlings prevail 

Source: Kaznacheev, Trofimov: Introduction to Living Matter and Human Consciousness 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Proof of the existence of an active wave resistance gene to Kanamycin. Book (in English) by Kaznacheev, Trofimov: Introduction to Living Matter and Human Consciousness:https://www.scribd.com/document/17315148/Kaznacheev-Trofimov-Introduction-to-Living-Matter-and-Human-ConsciousnessPhoto 10: lower row – non-transgenic plants (NT) without kanamycin (to the left), – non-transgenic plants (NT) with kanamycin (in the middle), – transgenic  kanamycin kanamycin-resistant plants (TG) in kanamycin mediumupper row – different options of distant wave transmission of kanamycin resistance gene to NT in kanamycin medium. Photo 11:– TG in kanamycin medium: green seedlings prevail (at the bottom); – (top left and right) NT, non-invasively activated by silicon and mineral carriers, contacted with TG. Both carriers, non-invasively passed kanamycin resistance gene from TG to NT, as a result green seedlings prevail despite of kanamycin presence. 

https://www.scribd.com/document/17315148/Kaznacheev-Trofimov-Introduction-to-Living-Matter-and-Human-Consciousness


Recurrent Memory of Genetic / Other Cell Structures, 
Based on “Fermi-Pasta-Ulam Recurrence”  

Fig 1. Autocorrelation 
functions of light 
dispersion on DNA 
(coarse/hard gel). 
Cylindrical cuvette of 1 
cm in diameter, 5cm in 
height. “MALVERN” 
system 4300. Θ = 60o, 
ζ = 2000mcs/channel. 
Functions (a,b) obtained 
during 6th and 22nd 
seconds.

Source: Fermi E., Pasta J. and Ulam S. (1955) Studies of nonlinear problems

(a)

(b)

Fig 2. Autocorrelation functions of light dispersion on 
DNA from calve’s thymus (coarse/hard gel). 
“MALVERN” system 7032. Other conditions are the 
same as in Fig.1. The interval of functions recording (a, 
b) is 7 days. 

Fig 3. Autocorrelation 
function of light 
dispersion on 50S-
subparticles of E. coli 
ribosome. The 
conditions the same as 
in Fig. 1. The functions 
(a,b) were obtained 
during 32nd and 35th 
minutes.

Fig 4. Autocorrelation 
functions of light 
dispersion for collagen. 
The conditions the same 
as in Fig. 1. The 
functions (a,b) were 
obtained during 1st and 
15th minutes. (All other 
functions were obtained 
with a correlator of the 
system 7032.)

(a)

(b)

(b)

(a)(a)

(b)
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Recurrent memory of genetic and other cell structures, based on “Fermi-Pasta-Ulam recurrence” [Fermi E., Pasta J., Ulam S., 1955, Studies of nonlinear problems. 1. Physics. Report]. Article in English: http://www.osti.gov/accomplishments/documents/fullText/ACC0041.pdfFig 1. Autocorrelation functions of light dispersion on DNA (coarse/hard gel). Cylindrical cuvette of 1 cm in diameter, 5cm in height. “MALVERN” system 4300. Θ = 60o, ζ = 2000mcs/channel. Functions (a,b) obtained during 6th and 22nd seconds.Fig 2. Autocorrelation functions of light dispersion on DNA from calve’s thymus (coarse/hard gel). “MALVERN” system 7032. Other conditions are the same as in Fig.1. The interval of functions recording (a, b) is 7 days. Fig 3. Autocorrelation function of light dispersion on 50S-subparticles of E. coli ribosome. The conditions the same as in Fig. 1. The functions (a,b) were obtained during 32nd and 35th minutes.Fig 4. Autocorrelation functions of light dispersion for collagen. The conditions the same as in Fig. 1. The functions (a,b) were obtained during 1st and 15th minutes. (All other functions were obtained with a correlator of the system 7032.) 

http://www.osti.gov/accomplishments/documents/fullText/ACC0041.pdf


Effects of Nucleotide DNA Sequence on Dynamics of 
Conforming Perturbation of Soliton Wave

Nucleotide sequence – bird sarcoma virus (first 600 pairs) 
Epicenter of the perturbation – 400th and 450th nucleotide.

y – soliton amplitude; x – polynucleotide length (quantity); z – time.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Effects of nucleotide DNA sequence on dynamics of conforming perturbation of soliton’s wave. Nucleotide sequence – bird sacoma virus (first 600 pairs) Epicenter of the perturbation – 400th and 450th nucleotide.y – soliton amplitude; x – polynucleotide length (quantity); z – time.



Cells and Preparation: Spectra Analysis

The granulocytes spectrum, obtained by quantum bio-computer
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Presentation Notes
Spectral analysis of Cells and preparation The granulocytes spectrum, obtained by quantum bio-computer



Cells and Preparation: Spectra Analysis

The lymphocytes spectrum, obtained by quantum bio-computer
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Presentation Notes
Cells and preparation spectra analysisThe lymphocytes spectrum, obtained by quantum bio-computer



Cells and Preparation: Spectra Analysis

The pantocrin spectrum, obtained by quantum bio-computer
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Presentation Notes
Cells and preparation spectra analysisThe pantocrin spectrum, obtained by quantum bio-computer



Cells and Preparation: Spectra Analysis

The human blood spectrum, obtained by quantum bio-computer
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Presentation Notes
Cells and preparation spectra analysisThe human blood spectrum, obtained by quantum bio-computer



new teeth

old tooth

Teeth Regeneration with Quantum Biocomputer

X-ray of the oral cavity of a 60-y.o. patient: the teeth, which 
grew with a slope due to a constantly worn prosthesis.

Presenter
Presentation Notes
An example of teeth regeneration with a quantum biocomputerX-ray of the oral cavity of a 60-y.o. patient: the teeth, which grew with a slope due to a constantly worn prosthesis.



Correction of Innervation. 
Surgical Treatment for Acoustic Neuroma 

There was complete 
deafness on the left ear 
and facial asymmetry.
After 1 year of listening 
to the acoustic spectrum 
obtained from the 
patient’s childhood photo 
with LWG technology, 
the hearing was partially 
restored and keeps 
improving. Facial 
asymmetry disappeared.

BEFORE AFTER

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Correction of innervation. Surgical treatment for acoustic neuroma. There was complete deafness on the left ear and facial asymmetry.After a year of listening to the acoustic spectrum obtained from the patient’s childhood photo with LWG technology, the hearing was partially restored and keeps improving. Facial asymmetry disappeared.



Blindness Treatment with LWG Technology

Right eye practically cannot see
Left eye can see but very little.

BEFORE AFTER
Right eye can see 
(visual field extended 4-5 times).
Left eye can see considerably better 
(visual field extended twice).

9 months (from 02.02.11 to 10.11.11) of treatment with the acoustic spectrum 
obtained from the patient’s early childhood photo with LWG technology.
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Blindness treatment with LWG technology9 months (from 02.02.11 to 10.11.11) of treatment with the acoustic spectrum obtained from the patient’s early childhood photo with LWG technology.Left panel (BEFORE): right eye practically cannot see, left eye can see but very little.Right panel (AFTER): right eye can see (visual field extended 4-5 times), left eye can see considerably better (visual field extended twice).



Manipulation with Biological Time Fractality

4-day old pea seedlings 
(control)

28-day old peas seedlings with a 
slower pace of life 

(“stretched” bio-time)
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Manipulation with biological time fractalityTo the right: 4-day old pea seedlings (control)To the left: 28-day old peas seedlings with a slower pace of life (“stretched” bio-time)



Manipulation with Biological Time Fractality

Brook Grinberg,  
17 y.o.

Her sister, 
14 y.o.

This is an illustration of 
biological time fractality. 
Fractal dimension of the 
individual time for 
Brook Grinberg shows 
the “stretched” time and 
aging occurs slower than 
normal, including her 
younger sister.
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Presentation Notes
To the left: Brook Grinberg, 17 y.o.To the right: her sister, 14 y.o.This is an illustration of biological time fractality. Fractal dimension of the individual time for Brook Grinberg shows the “stretched” time and aging occurs slower than normal, including her younger sister.



Wave Auto Replicative DNA Copies 

 Photographs
 Illustrations
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Wave auto replicative DNA copies PhotographsIllustrations



• With correlation laser spectroscopy, 
one can register phantom-DNA effect. 
(unknown before type of DNA 
memory) 

• After DNA sample removal from the 
spectrometer, the device keeps 
registering dynamic spectrum of the 
trace or DNA phantom.

DNA Phantom Vibrational Dynamics of DNA Solution

Background

Illustration 1

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Photo 1- With correlation laser spectroscopy, one can register phantom-DNA effect. It demonstrates a previously known type of DNA memory.After DNA sample removal from the spectrometer, the device keeps registering dynamic spectrum of the trace or DNA phantom.Right top graph: background. Right bottom graph – vibrational dynamics of DNA solution. Left bottom graph: DNA phantom.



Illustration 3a. 
Phantom-formation on Beach Tree Leaf 

• Some fragments are cut off from 
the live leaf. The leaf is located 
into high-voltage high-frequency 
electromagnetic field, where 
some of the cut off fragments 
visualize as natural leaf parts. 

• These phantom parts are the action result 
of the plant’s holographic genome 
memory.

• This type of morphogenetic information 
compression represent the fundamental 
property of all multicellular Biosystems.

• Holographic properties of eukaryote 
chromosomal continuums explain many 
embryogenesis processes, which were 
unknown so far. 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Another type of phantom-formation on a leaf (beach tree leaf).Some fragments are cut off from the live leaf. The leaf is located into high-voltage high-frequency electromagnetic field, where some of the cut off fragments visualize as natural leaf parts. These phantom parts are the action result of the plant’s holographic genome memory.This type of morphogenetic information compression represent the fundamental property of all multicellular Biosystems.Holographic properties of eukaryote chromosomal continuum explain many embryogenesis processes, which were unknown so far. 



Illustration 3b. 
1st Demonstration of DNA’s Ability to Produce Wave Replica’s 

• Diffuse glow. A simple form of DNA 
preparation replica. 

• DNA preparation is excited by special 
physical fields and sheds wave 
structures (replica’s), invisible to the 
eye but registered by the photo film.

• Wave structures (probably of the 
torsion nature) interact with the photo 
layer, generating photons which spoilt 
the photo film (due to light exposure).

• DNA preparation is hermetically 
locked in the Eppendorf tube but DNA 
replica’s freely find their way out.
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Photo 3(6)1st demonstration of DNA’s ability to produce wave replica’s Diffuse glow. A simple form of DNA preparation replica.DNA preparation is excited by special physical fields and sheds wave structures (replica’s), invisible to the eye but registered by the photo film.Wave structures (probably of the torsion nature) interact with the photo layer, generating photons which spoilt the photo film (due to light exposure).DNA preparation is hermetically locked in the Eppendorf tube but DNA replica’s freely find their way out.



Illustration 4. 
2nd Demonstration of DNA’s Ability to Produce Wave Replica’s 

• Wave DNA-replica’s are shed by DNA
preparation in a form of quantum 
structures (“machine-gun belt”), 
Diffuse glow. A simple form of DNA 
preparation replica.

• DNA preparation is excited by special 
physical fields and sheds wave 
structures (replica’s), invisible to the 
eye but registered by the photo film.

• Wave structures (probably of the 
torsion nature) interact with the photo 
layer, generating photons which spoilt 
the photo film (due to light exposure).

• DNA preparation is hermetically 
locked in the Eppendorf tube but DNA 
replica’s freely find their way out.
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Photo 42nd demonstration of DNA’s ability to produce wave replica’s Wave DNA-replica’s are shed by DNA preparation in a form of quantum structures (“machine-gun belt”), Diffuse glow. A simple form of DNA preparation replica.DNA preparation is excited by special physical fields and sheds wave structures (replica’s), invisible to the eye but registered by the photo film.Wave structures (probably of the torsion nature) interact with the photo layer, generating photons which spoilt the photo film (due to light exposure).DNA preparation is hermetically locked in the Eppendorf tube but DNA replica’s freely find their way out.



Illustration 5. 
3rd Demonstration of DNA’s Ability to Produce Wave Replica’s 

• Complex trajectory of replicas’ track is 
observed along with its complex 
relatively higher-frequency 
discretization/time sampling.

• Discretization appears in longitudinal 
and lateral track directions

• The cause of lateral direction is 
unclear and is similar to the one in a 
previous photo.

• The cause of the longitudinal direction 
(5 stripes) probably can be explained 
by 5 excitation elements (the sources 
of electromagnetic fields)
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Photo 53rd demonstration of DNA’s ability to produce wave replica’s Complex trajectory of replicas’ track is observed along with its complex relatively higher-frequency discretization/time sampling.Discretization appears in longitudinal and lateral track directionsThe cause of lateral direction is unclear and is similar to the one in a previous photo.The cause of the longitudinal direction (5 stripes) probably can be explained by 5 excitation elements (the sources of electromagnetic fields)



Illustration 6. 
Wave DNA Replica’s Stay After Excitation Fields Are Off

• Replicas’ trajectories became diffuse, 
you cannot see their fine structure.

• Replicas’ trajectory is dynamic and is 
different from previous ones.

• Hypothetically, DNA preparation 
being in excited state continues to 
generate replica’s by inertia. 

• Yet, you cannot exclude that DNA 
preparation does not generate replica’s 
any more, and we deal with the effect 
of DNA memory (DNA phantom) 
obtained by us earlier (See Photo 6), 
though their nature could be different.
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Photo 6Wave DNA replica’s exist for some time after excitation fields are switched offReplicas’ trajectories became diffuse, you cannot see their fine structure.Replicas’ trajectory is dynamic and is different from previous ones.Hypothetically, DNA preparation being in excited state continues to generate replica’s by inertia. Yet, you cannot exclude that DNA preparation does not generate replica’s any more, and we deal with the effect of DNA memory (DNA phantom) obtained by us earlier (See Photo 6), though their nature could be different.



Illustration 7. 
Discovery of DNA Phantom with Microlepton Technologies
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Photo 6Wave DNA replica’s exist for some time after excitation fields are switched offReplicas’ trajectories became diffuse, you cannot see their fine structure.Replicas’ trajectory is dynamic and is different from previous ones.Hypothetically, DNA preparation being in excited state continues to generate replica’s by inertia. Yet, you cannot exclude that DNA preparation does not generate replica’s any more, and we deal with the effect of DNA memory (DNA phantom) obtained by us earlier (See Photo 6), though their nature could be different.



Illustration 8. 
Image Multi-Replication

• In certain combination of physical 
fields, you can induce photo film to 
register 3 images of the lamp, radiating 
the necessary wavelengths

• Note: all elements of the experiment 
are stationary (vibrations are excluded).

• There is no explanation to the “triplet-
nature” of registered image.

• A hypothesis: “triplet” is the 
manifestation of the zero and first 
diffraction orders on hypothetical 
hologram.
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Photo 8Image multi-replicationIn certain combination of physical fields, you can induce photo film to register 3 images of the lamp, radiating the necessary wavelengthsNote: all elements of the experiment are stationary (vibrations are excluded).There is no explanation to the “triplet-nature” of registered image.A hypothesis: “triplet” is the manifestation of the zero and first diffraction orders on hypothetical hologram.



Illustration 9. 
Scanning-”Quantuming”-Transmission of Holographic Information   

by DNA Preparation

Presenter
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Photo 9Scanning-”quantuming”-transmission of holographic information by DNA preparation



Illustration 10. 
Experimenter's Finger Touching the DNA Preparation-1

In the first moment, nothing happens. The background changes, 
the image is blurred.
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Photo 10Experimentor’s finger touching the DNA preparationIn the first moment, nothing happens. The background changes, the image is blurred.



Illustration 11. 
Experimenter's Finger Touching the DNA Preparation-2

In the second moment – the sign change happens. 
All wave replica’s shift to the left.
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Photo 11Experimentor’s finger touching the DNA preparationIn the second moment – the sign change happens. All wave replica’s shift to the left.



Illustration 12. 
Replicas’ Multiplication of Red Diodes by DNA Preparation, 

Irradiated by Red, Infra-Red and UV-Light.

1st film frame: 
no diodes

5th-6th film frames: 
replica’s appear, 
shift to the right 
and even enter the 
interframe space
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Photo 12This is another phenomena: replicas’ multiplication of red diodes by DNA preparation, irradiated by red, infra-red and UV-light.-. On the 5th and 6th film frames replica’s appear, shift to the right and even enter the interframe space. 



Illustration 13. 
Dynamics of Diode Phantom Replica’s

14th film frame: 
replica’s disappear

Experiments and theory on phatom effects with DNA are described in our papers: 
• Gariaev P.P. et al., “The results of experimental studies of holographic 

replication and complex transfer of DNA information.”, 
• http://tgd.wippiespace.com/public_html/
• http://scireprints.lu.lv/160/
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Photo 13Dynamics of diode phantom replica’sOn 14th film frame replica’s disappear. Experiments and theory on phatom effects with DNA are described in our papers: Gariaev P.P. et al., “The results of experimental studies of holographic replication and complex transfer of DNA information.” Therapist, №10, pp. 24—37 (2007), http://tgd.wippiespace.com/public_html/http://scireprints.lu.lv/160/ 

http://tgd.wippiespace.com/public_html/
http://scireprints.lu.lv/160/


Illustration 14. 
“Water DNA” Model* 

Source: N. A. Bul’enkov, “On the Possible Role of Hydration As a Leading Integrating Factor in the 
Organization of Biosystems at Various Levels of Their Hierarchy,” Biofizika 36(2), 181 (1991)

Fragment of A-DNA 
hydrate structure, 
assembled on a full turn 
of the right, non-polar 
water spiral

Fragment of B-DNA 
hydrate structure, 
assembled on a half-
turn of the right, non-
polar water spiral
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Photo 15“Water DNA” model from: Bulienkov N.A.,1991, Biophysics, v. 36, ed. 2, pp. 181-243. Possible role of hydration as a leading integration factor in organization of biosystems in different levels of their hierarchy. Fig. 18 (a,b) Fragment of A-DNA hydrate structure, assembled on a full turn of the right, non-polar water spiralFig.19. Fragment of B-DNA hydrate structure, assembled on a half-turn of the right, non-polar water spiral



Illustration 15. 
Reproduction of Luc Montagnier’s Experiment:                                          

Reading DNA Information by the secondary laser radiation (MBER)

Left to right: 
1st, 4th and 6th Tracks  - DNA synthesized on a pure water
11th Track – DNA sample (268 base-pairs), the origin for the MBER 
spectrum, then transmitted to pure water
12th Track – bands of markers 139, 268, 394 and 613 of DNA base-pairs,               
the lowest band of this track - Schmier primers
Other tracks – control pure water without DNA MBER exposure
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Reproduction of Luc Montagnier experiments in our modification of reading information from DNA sample by the secondary laser radiation (MBER).Left to right: 1st, 4th and 6th Tracks  - DNA synthesized on a pure water11th Track – DNA sample (268 base-pairs), the origin for the MBER spectrum, then transmitted to pure water12th Track – bands of markers 139, 268, 394 and 613 of DNA base-pairs, the lowest band of this track - Schmier primersOther tracks – control pure water without DNA MBER exposure



EXPERIMENT CONTROL

Illustration 16. 
Quantum Transmission of Protein Gene of NeuN Neurogenesis, 

Followed by Initiation of Neurogenesis

NeuN is a specific nuclear protein (marker). In the experiment,  you can see active 
NeuN protein synthesis (brighter glow of cell nuclei to the left) compared to control.
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Presentation Notes
Quantum transmission of protein gene of NeuN neurogenesis, followed by initiation of neurogenesis. Left – experimentRight – control.NeuN is a specific nuclear protein (marker). In the experiment,  you can see active NeuN protein synthesis (brighter glow of cell nuclei to the left) compared to control.



Illustration 17. 
Precedent Treatment of “Incurable” Cystic Fibrosis 

with LWG Technology

DONOR: healthy sister 
of the cured girl Alice

RECIPIENT: cured girl, Alice

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Precedent treatment of “uncurable” cystic fibrosis with LWG technology.Left picture:  information donor: healthy sister of the cured girl AliceRight picture: cured girl Alice



Illustration 18. 
The Response From Whom and From Where?

Crop formations in near the Chilbolton 
Observatory in Wherwell, Hampshire, 
UK, discovered in 2001. 

The "code" formation is extremely 
similar to the November 16, 1974 
digitally-encoded transmission sent from 
the Arecibo, Puerto Rico radio telescope 
out into space. That original 1974 
Arecibo transmission was beamed at a 
star cluster called M-13, about 23,000 
light years from earth.
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Photo 16Crop formations in the wheat field near the Chilbolton Observatory in Wherwell, Hampshire, UK, discovered in 2001The "code" formation is extremely similar to the November 16, 1974 digitally-encoded transmission sent from the Arecibo, Puerto Rico radio telescope out into space. That original 1974 Arecibo transmission was beamed at a star cluster called M-13, about 23,000 light years from earth.The response from whom and from where?



Graphic of the binary code 
beamed at a star cluster 
called M-13

Crop formations in the wheat 
field near the Chilbolton 
Observatory in Hampshire, UK

Illustration 18. 
The Response From Whom and From Where?
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Presentation Notes
Left (message): graphic of the binary code beamed at a star cluster called M-13Right (response): Crop formations in the wheat field near the Chilbolton Observatory in Wherwell, Hampshire, UK





Overview

Our studies are diverse and seem to be unrelated. However, this is wrong. We discovered the 
DNA phantoms back in 1984. Detection and registration of DNA wave replicas in vitro confirmed 
these results. This once again confirms our hypothesis that DNA is the structure for the wave 
auto-replication and auto-scanning of intracellular metabolic status, and as a result, of the whole 
body, with a purpose of biocomputer regulation of the organism. This fully corresponds to the 
basic provision of our "wave genome" concept: chromosomal continuum acts as a strategic sign 
(semantic) system on 2 planes (material and field simultaneously), realizing its function of a 
quasi-intelligent system.

However, this is not the only wave system for multicellular organism self-regulation. The second 
system is based on chromosome coherent radiation in UV, visible and infrared light spectrums. 
This allows the chromosomal apparatus to use the principles of holographic compression-
extraction of genetic information, its quantum non-locality, as well as the linguistic specifics of 
the 'ribosome-mRNA' duet performance within the theory of quasi-intelligence of the genome as 
a biocomputer.
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Advanced OverviewOur studies are diverse and seem to be unrelated. However, this is wrong. We discovered the DNA phantoms back in 1984. Detection and registration of DNA wave replicas in vitro confirmed these results. This once again confirms our hypothesis that DNA is the structure for the wave auto-replication and auto-scanning of intracellular metabolic status, and as a result, of the whole body, with a purpose of biocomputer regulation of the organism. This fully corresponds to the basic provision of our "wave genome" concept: chromosomal continuum acts as a strategic sign (semantic) system on 2 planes (material and field simultaneously), realizing its function of a quasi-intelligent system.However, this is not the only wave system for multicellular organism self-regulation. The second system is based on chromosome coherent radiation in UV, visible and infrared light spectrums. This allows the chromosomal apparatus to use the principles of holographic compression-extraction of genetic information, its quantum non-locality, as well as the linguistic specifics of the 'ribosome-mRNA' duet performance within the theory of quasi-intelligence of the genome as a biocomputer.



Overview (continued)
Now, genetics, molecular biology and, consequently, medicine are in a paradoxical and promising 
situation. The human genome was studied. The Human Genome Project effort took 10 years, and 
now we know the sequence of all letters in our genetic text. Transgenic engineering is gaining 
momentum, and there are lot of plants, animals and bacteria are carriers of artificially introduced 
genes, which are beneficial to humans. The first steps were made in animals cloning, with a 
perspective of obtaining the first human clone.

Yet, there is a paradox: the higher our technological advances in genetics and molecular biology, 
the further away we are from a comprehensive understanding of the principles of the genetic 
apparatus. All undoubted successes in this field mainly relate to functioning of encoding protein 
genes. These genes make only ~2% of the chromosome genetic memory. The other main part ( the 
remaining 98% ) is still not understood by geneticists and probably that is why they called it 
"junk". There are various hypothesis, but they all are intended to justify the existence of "junk" 
DNA as a kind of assistant for 2% "coding" DNA or the "junk" is interpreted as “a cemetery of 
viruses" (!). To ignore or to stick to this naive explanation of the role of 98% of the genome is an 
obvious mistake. Moreover, is our understanding of the true role of the 2% of the genetic 
information correct, if 98% of it actually is still 'terra incognita' to us? We understand very little, 
since we are still unable to fully cure cancer, we can not resist HIV, we cannot fight tuberculosis, 
we can not extend human life to at least 200 years, and so on. The promises of geneticists turned 
into life-threatening transgenic food products that threaten to destroy the balance of the biosphere. 
Animal cloning gives us basically carefully hidden monsters or animals, which abnormally 
quickly grow old and die, as the famous sheep Dolly.
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Advanced Overview (continued)Now, genetics, molecular biology and, consequently, medicine are in a paradoxical and promising situation. The human genome was studied. The Human Genome Project effort took 10 years, and now we know the sequence of all letters in our genetic text. Transgenic engineering is gaining momentum, and there are lot of plants, animals and bacteria are carriers of artificially introduced genes, which are beneficial to humans. The first steps were made in animals cloning, with a perspective of obtaining the first human clone.Yet, there is a paradox: the higher our technological advances in genetics and molecular biology, the further away we are from a comprehensive understanding of the principles of the genetic apparatus. All undoubted successes in this field mainly relate to functioning of encoding protein genes. These genes make only ~2% of the chromosome genetic memory. The other main part ( the remaining 98% ) is still not understood by geneticists and probably that is why they called it "junk". There are various hypothesis, but they all are intended to justify the existence of "junk" DNA as a kind of assistant for 2% "coding" DNA or the "junk" is interpreted as “a cemetery of viruses" (!). To ignore or to stick to this naive explanation of the role of 98% of the genome is an obvious mistake. Moreover, is our understanding of the true role of the 2% of the genetic information correct, if 98% of it actually is still 'terra incognita' to us? We understand very little, since we are still unable to fully cure cancer, we can not resist HIV, we cannot fight tuberculosis, we can not extend human life to at least 200 years, and so on. The promises of geneticists turned into life-threatening transgenic food products that threaten to destroy the balance of the biosphere. Animal cloning gives us basically carefully hidden monsters or animals, which abnormally quickly grow old and die, as the famous sheep Dolly.



Overview (continued)
Naturally, the scientific community, for example, represented by a large group of Swedish scientists, 
began to blow the whistle on this http://www.psrast.org/defknthe.htm. Where is the way out of this 
strange state of abundance of controversial experimental material, and deficit of sufficiently complete 
theoretical understanding of chromosome operation? This group of Swedish scientists believe that our 
scientific developments represent a breakthrough http://www.rialian.com/rnboyd/dna-wave.doc.

The essence of our ideas and their practical application is as follows. We are proceeding from very 
simple strategic considerations. To succeed in attempts to cardinally treat people and to radically slow 
down aging, it is necessary to understand the languages in which cells communicate with each other. To 
some extent we have managed to do this. It turns out that this is the very language of the 98% of "junk" 
DNA. The main language is the language of holographic images, based on the principles of laser 
radiation of genetic apparatus, operating as a quasi-intelligent structure 
http://www.rialian.com/rnboyd/dna-wave.doc. It is important that our genetic apparatus is characterized 
by the real processes that significantly complement the triplet model of the genetic code.

What shall do with this new knowledge? Now, with above knowledge and the physical-mathematical 
description of additional information processes in the genetic apparatus, we have created the equipment 
able to modulate quantum information functions of the living cell and its genetic apparatus. The 
equipment of this kind is in fact a precursor of the first quantum biocomputer. It allows for long-distance 
(over many kilometres) transmission of genetic-metabolic information in a form of special 
electromagnetic fields, followed by introduction of this genetic-metabolic information into the recipient 
bio-system and strategic regulation of the bio-system's biochemical and physiological states. In 
particular, we have managed to regenerate the pancreas in rats over significant distance, cure a child with 
a cystic fibrosis, which previously was considered incurable.
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Advanced Overview (continued)Now, genetics, molecular biology and, consequently, medicine are in a paradoxical and promising situation. The human genome was studied. The Human Genome Project effort took 10 years, and now we know the sequence of all letters in our genetic text. Transgenic engineering is gaining momentum, and there are lot of plants, animals and bacteria are carriers of artificially introduced genes, which are beneficial to humans. The first steps were made in animals cloning, with a perspective of obtaining the first human clone.Yet, there is a paradox: the higher our technological advances in genetics and molecular biology, the further away we are from a comprehensive understanding of the principles of the genetic apparatus. All undoubted successes in this field mainly relate to functioning of encoding protein genes. These genes make only ~2% of the chromosome genetic memory. The other main part ( the remaining 98% ) is still not understood by geneticists and probably that is why they called it "junk". There are various hypothesis, but they all are intended to justify the existence of "junk" DNA as a kind of assistant for 2% "coding" DNA or the "junk" is interpreted as “a cemetery of viruses" (!). To ignore or to stick to this naive explanation of the role of 98% of the genome is an obvious mistake. Moreover, is our understanding of the true role of the 2% of the genetic information correct, if 98% of it actually is still 'terra incognita' to us? We understand very little, since we are still unable to fully cure cancer, we can not resist HIV, we cannot fight tuberculosis, we can not extend human life to at least 200 years, and so on. The promises of geneticists turned into life-threatening transgenic food products that threaten to destroy the balance of the biosphere. Animal cloning gives us basically carefully hidden monsters or animals, which abnormally quickly grow old and die, as the famous sheep Dolly.



Thank You and Stay in Touch!

gariaev@mail.ru
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